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ih: and welcome to the modding community!ih: here at skidrow we
believe in doing everything within our power to give our users the
best experience possible. that is why we provide full and free access
to source code, so that you can expand upon it and make it your
own.ih: we believe in offering our users the greatest experience
possible in whatever way we can. when we release our mods, we do
so without any time limit. this is the reason why we have a limited
number of mods available for download on our website. we think it is
only fair for our users to have the right to play our mods as they see
fit.ih: you are always welcome to join us on our discord. we are a
friendly group of modders, who help each other out.ih: you can also
reach us on steam or on the forum, where you will find other
modders as well as fans of the game.ih: the name of the game -
skidrow - is actually an acronym for safety, knowledge, integrity,
democracy, responsible, and openness.ih: we hope you enjoy our
mods and we hope to meet you soon in our discord. this version of
fallout: new vegas is a special version of fallout: new vegas with
extra content provided by obsidian entertainment. it was released on
september 28, 2013. this version of the game comes with the
following extra content: dead money, honest hearts, old world blues,
and lonesome road. the ultimate edition is also compatible with the
dlcs originally included in the game: couriers stash and gun runners
arsenal. the ultimate edition also includes the latest cache of unique
weapons, ammo types, and recipes from the most recent dlc packs:
couriers stash and gun runners arsenal.
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with the release of the ultimate edition, youll also find the ability to
double-down and get the complete package of new vegas fun. the
fallout: new vegas ultimate edition includes the full suite of highly
acclaimed add-on content: dead money, honest hearts, old world

blues, and lonesome road. to sweeten the pot, youll be armed with
the latest cache of unique weapons, ammo types and recipes from

the most recent add-on packs: couriers stash and gun runners
arsenal. whether youre a seasoned explorer of the mojave or playing

the game for the first time, youll find there are more friends and
enemies to make, more consequences to your actions and more

opportunities to live in glory or infamy throughout the wasteland. the
choices you make will be as crucial to your survival as ever. fallout:

new vegas ultimate edition has been tested on the following
operating systems: windows vista, windows 7, windows 8 and

windows 8.1. if you encounter any problems running the game, first
make sure to check the compatibility list and change the resolution

to match the requirements. should your system still not be
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supported, contact us at customer service fallout: new vegas
ultimate edition has been tested on the following operating systems:

windows vista, windows 7, windows 8 and windows 8.1. if you
encounter any problems running the game, first make sure to check

the compatibility list and change the resolution to match the
requirements. download skidrow-fallout-mod-codex and use the
funds to buy weapon upgrades, ammo, armor and more! or send

your hard earned cash directly to us and we will be able to pay more
staff members. no more raffle tickets! 5ec8ef588b
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